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New Cat® 310 Mini Excavators Now Available at Hawthorne Cat 
Next Generation Cat 310 Mini Excavators Improve Performance Features 

 
San Diego, CA -- Hawthorne Cat®, the exclusive Cat® construction equipment 
dealer in San Diego, the Hawaiian Islands, and the Pacific Region, announces new 
delivery of the Next Generation Cat 310 Mini Excavators, recognized for value-driven 
improvements in terms of performance, maintenance, and affordability.  
 
With performance and design upgrades, our next gen mini excavators deliver 
maximum power no matter the job. The 10-ton model features a fixed boom, standard 
tail swing, and twin blade cylinders to work in a wide range of applications. Heavy-
duty main structures, fuel-efficient engines, load-sensing hydraulics, and the 
exclusive Cat Stick Steer system increase travel performance with higher digging and 
lifting forces.  
 
Customizable settings also enable hydraulic performance and responsiveness for 
different operators and applications. Operators can easily switch from traditional 
pedal and lever steering to joystick control, improving operator comfort and 
convenience. Routine maintenance check points are also accessible at ground level 
through the side doors.  
 
“Our Next Generation Cat Mini Excavators were expertly designed to provide our 
customers with industry-first features to deliver better value,” says Ross Farmer, 
Corporate Machinery Sales Manager. “If you’re looking to upgrade your heavy-duty 
fleet with a machine that can do it all, the Cat 310 is the one for you.” 
 
Contact your Hawthorne Cat Sales Representative at 800.437.4228 to learn more 
about our current special financing offer on new Cat 310 Mini Excavators. 
 
About Hawthorne Cat 
Hawthorne Cat is the authorized dealer for Cat construction and power equipment in 
San Diego, Hawaii, Guam, Saipan, and American Samoa. Hawthorne sells, rents, 
provides parts and service, training, and emission solutions to various industries 
including general building construction, landscaping, marine, paving, and power 
generation. For more on Hawthorne Cat, visit https://www.hawthornecat.com/. 
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